the subtitle "How to avoid surprises in the world's most priority of reliablity in their weapon system requirements. Even omlctdehnalpcs,"ig-cnlgywpn more significant is mutual recognition that reliability is achieved complicated technical process," high-technology weapon not by setting numerical requirements and testing for compliance, systems.
but by focusing on the fundamentals of design and manufacturing; and that quality is achieved not by counting defects but by 2. BEST PRACTICES APPROACH eliminating their causes. These lessons, long in coming to the Department of Defense and its contractors, are now beginning to Since the typical reader is associated with reliability Design Analysis. This template addresses the DoD major system acquisition policy). This transition is analysis required to reduce design risk to a minimum. Best not a discrete event occurring at a specific milestone in the practice requires that the designers conduct their own acquisition schedule but rather a continuum of the analyses to assure that no parts are overstressed, even under necessary activities beginning before full-scale develop-the worst combinations of environments specified by rement and continuing throughout manufacturing. The quirements, and that if the design includes semiconductors, Navy is interested in the technical issues of design, test, no junction temperatures exceed 110 OC. There must be no and production which are the causes of cost and schedule sneak circuits which, under certain conditions (but without overruns and performance shortfalls, rather than the over-part failure) can allow untoward events to occur. And the runs and shortfalls themselves with which the Defense effects of failure modes must be known and acceptable; System Acquisition Review Council decision-making pro-otherwise, redesign is required. Reliability math models and cess has been concerned. While many talk about this tran-predictions are not among the best practices. sition process and production readiness in the same breath, *Test, Analyze, and Fix. Many development conthe latter is only one of some 50 areas of risk requiring tracts did not include reliability development testing, relying US government work not protected by US copyright instead on a reliability qualification test (ret demo) to *Defect Control. On my visits to hundreds of condemonstrate a numerical MTBF requirement. The former tractor facilities over the years I have seen countless is an in-line design tool while ret demo is an after-the-fact systems for tracking manufacturing defects. The system I management tool. Reliability demostration has been inef-have found to be most effective for management oversight fective in providing weapon systems with acceptable field of quality includes but three types of data or charts: defect reliabilities -it is not a best practice. Reliability develop-history, defect distribution, and defect reduction. Sample ment (TAAF) testing using simulated mission profile en-charts are shown in figures 3-5. Defect history illustrates vironments and emphasizing reliability growth has proven the number of defects per item by serial number or date-ofto be a vastly more effective use of limited test resources. manufacture sequence. It clearly flags not only general *Piece Part Control. Most military require the use of trends toward improvement but also production line probmilitary standard parts in weapon and support systems. This policy, although better than using commercial parts, leaves lm najcn nt rdcd h at-yedfc muh obedsie itsailt to enur dlvryofhg distribution chart identifies the types of defects by quality and reliable parts. Industry has found that 100070 en-category and percentageocurne vironmental stress re-screening of semiconductor parts is a highly cost-effective best practice, both from the contractor Defect reduction data tracks the average number of and the Government viewpoints. I have visited contractors defects per unit by cumulative number of units produced, having more than 50G10 of their production in rework due to to measure quality growth or the learning curve in the faulty parts. A major reduction in defective parts before manufacturing process. With vigorous control of the first use goes a long way toward reducing or even causes of defects, these data tend to follow a straight line eliminating this hidden factory (the rework and repair side on a log-log chart, and its downward slope can be used as a of factory operations), and the cost savings in early detec-measure of defect management. The learning curve contion of defects is substantial. The Navy advocates a limit of cept, which has been around since the 1930s, can be used to I defect per 10 semiconductor piece parts, and figure 2 compare quality growth in a program today to that of any shows why. A low yield and a busy factory result from a other program where similar data were kept. This provides lesser requirement for typical Navy hardware; the 207o Lot an excellent indicator as to whether or not defect manageTolerance Percent Defective of the past is totally unaccep-ment initiatives are meeting reasonable expectations in a 
